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New proposals to promote
business confidence
The government is planning significant changes to the registry of company
information. The aim is to increase company transparency and clamp down on
fraud and money laundering, which costs the UK economy more than £100 billion
a year, according to the National Crime Agency.
Compulsory identity verification will be introduced for all directors, people with significant control
(PSCs) of companies and agents who file on behalf of companies. General partners in limited
partnerships and designated members in limited liability partnerships will also have to comply. A
new director’s appointment will only have legal effect once their identity has been confirmed.
Verification will be compulsory for all PSCs
and any non-verification status will appear on
the public register. Failure to verify will be an
offence. The requirements will apply to all live
registered companies, with a transitional period
after which unverified individuals will face
compliance action and possible prosecution.
However, shareholders will not need to have

Companies House will be
given powers to check and
query submitted information
and powers to investigate and
remove false information.

their identity verified unless they are PSCs.
Companies House will be given powers to check and query submitted information before it is
placed on the register, and it will have wider powers to investigate and remove false information.
Changes to the filing of company accounts are expected to include digital iXBRL tagging that
would allow software to analyse, collate and cross-reference data across different sets of accounts.
Some of the reforms are intended to help protect individuals from fraud and other harm. The
register will no longer have to show director's occupation, signature, day of date of birth and
residential address if it is the company’s registered office. Other changes will focus on ensuring
compliance, sharing intelligence and deterring abuse of corporate entities.
The government will publish details of how the reforms – aimed at promoting business confidence
– will be implemented but legislation will only be introduced when Parliamentary time allows.

This newsletter is for general information only and is not intended to be advice to any specific person. You are recommended to seek competent professional advice before taking or refraining from taking any action on the basis of the contents of this
publication. The FCA does not regulate tax advice, so it is outside the investment protection rules of the Financial Services and Markets Act and the Financial Services Compensation Scheme. The newsletter represents our understanding of law and HM Revenue
& Customs practice. 
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A makeover for capital gains tax?
If you have capital gains that you
have not yet realised, you may wish to
make disposals by 5 April, following
the publication of a report into the
simplification of capital gains tax (CGT).
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Interaction with IHT

The Office of Tax Simplification (OTS) report
suggests aligning CGT rates with income tax
rates, removing some reliefs for owner-managed
businesses and ending re-basing on death.

The free capital gains uplift on death acts as
a disincentive to making lifetime disposals
according to the OTS. The report therefore
suggests that this uplift on death should be
scrapped for assets that qualify for an IHT relief
or exemption.

Business reliefs
The proposed restriction of business asset
disposal relief and abolition of investors’

The government needs to restore the country’s

not as straightforward as it might first appear.

relief will be unwelcome to most business

finances, and may well implement some of the

A gain can arise simply because of inflation, so

owners. Business asset disposal relief, under

proposals because CGT is considered an easy

there would need to be some form of relief to

which qualifying gains of up to £1 million are

target.

remove the inflationary element.

taxed at 10%, could become more focused on

CGT rates

Annual exempt amount (AEA)

The rates of CGT paid by higher and additional

The OTS report considered that the AEA

rate taxpayers at 10%, 20% or 28% are

of £12,300 may be too high, and proposed

Reactions to the report indicate little appetite

considerably lower than the equivalent rates of

cutting it to £5,000 or even £1,000. Such a

for a major overhaul of CGT, but it would hardly

income tax. The report looks at whether rates

reduction would double or triple the number of

be a shock to see an increase in CGT rates in

should be more closely aligned, although this is

taxpayers who have to pay CGT.

the near future. Individual investors and trustees

retirement, meaning a much longer holding
period as well as an age qualification.

who hold property or other investments on
which there are large potential gains should

EMPLOYMENT

Off-payroll changes finally
launch in April
Changes to the off-payroll working rules that were postponed from April 2020
because of Covid-19 will take effect from April 2021, the government has confirmed.
HMRC has addressed concerns that antiavoidance measures added to the new
Credit: fizkes /Shutterstock.com

conditions for a company to qualify as

Clarifying employment status

an intermediary would also hit umbrella

consider whether to sell before higher rates
come in or hold on for the longer term.

TAX

Working from
home tax relief
broadened

prepare. Steps you should take include:

Limits on tax relief for working from
home have been removed for 2020/21.
HMRC is permitting a claim for the
entire year regardless of how many
weeks of the year an employee has
actually had to work from home.

■■ Identify which workers are engaged via an

Home-running costs

companies, employers seconding employees
and some agencies providing workers. HMRC
said this was unintended and will be corrected.
Businesses affected by the new rules need to

Off-payroll rules affect workers who provide

intermediary and have contracts that go

Employees can claim a tax-free amount of £6 a

services through an intermediary – usually

beyond 5 April. These workers will have to

week to cover the additional costs of working

their own personal service company. Most of

be assessed under the new off-payroll rules.

from home, and HMRC has set up an online

these workers would be taxed as employees if

■■ Where an initial assessment indicates that

portal to make the claim process easier. The

they worked directly for the end-user of their

any workers will fall within the off-payroll

figure to enter as the amount paid for 2020/21

services. Where they use a personal service

rules, consider whether any changes in

is therefore £312 (52 weeks at £6). For 2020/21,

company or other intermediary, income tax and

working practices or other factors could

this equates to tax relief of £62.40 for a basic

employer’s and employee’s national insurance

take them outside the rules. However any

rate taxpayer and double that for a higher rate

contributions must be paid on an amount

changes must be genuine, otherwise HMRC

taxpayer.

deemed to be the worker’s employment income.

could dismiss them as a sham.

■■ Determine the risks and costs. Some

Don't claim twice

From 6 April 2021, the duty to determine a

contractors may not be prepared to continue

You cannot claim if your employer is

worker’s employment status will be extended to

working under the off-payroll rules, and this

reimbursing the £6 a week allowance or if you

medium and large private sector organisations

might jeopardise a project. Key workers

complete a self-assessment tax return. Relief is

(as defined by the small companies’ regime).

might have to be paid more to stay on.

given by adjusting the 2020/21 PAYE coding,

Until then the responsibility lies with the

reducing PAYE over the remainder of the year.

worker’s personal service company, or other

If you think you may be affected by the

intermediary.

changing rules, do get in touch.

VAT

TAX
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Brexit – VAT postponed
accounting
The end of the Brexit transitional period on 31 December 2020 means a change in
the VAT accounting rules for importers. There is updated guidance for businesses
that complete customs declarations about the grants available for funding
recruitment, training and IT improvements.
The new VAT trading rules apply from 1 January 2021, creating an added complication for many
businesses still struggling under Covid-19 restrictions.

Accounting for import VAT on VAT returns
The new rules apply for goods imported from anywhere in the world, not just from the EU. Under
a system of postponed accounting, VAT registered businesses now declare and recover import
VAT on the same VAT return. Postponed accounting is similar to the reverse charge procedure that
previously applied for goods acquired from the EU.
For non-EU imports, postponed accounting replaces the old basis of paying import VAT upfront
and recovering it later, simplifying the procedure and creating a cash flow advantage for traders

Next stage
of MTD
Phase 2 of the Making Tax Digital
(MTD) regime will come into force
on 1 April 2021.

who import non-EU goods. The normal input VAT rules apply, so, for example, there is no recovery,
or only partial recovery, for imported goods that relate to VAT-exempt supplies. Postponed

Automated workflow

accounting cannot be used if:

From that date, all UK VAT-registered
businesses with taxable turnover above

■■ imported goods are not for business use, or
■■ a business’s VAT registration number is not included

the £85,000 VAT registration threshold,
with a few exceptions, will have to keep
records in fully digital form and file VAT

on the customs declaration.

returns using MTD compatible software.
There has been no change to the VAT treatment
When MTD was introduced in 2019,

and the EU. For businesses in Northern Ireland,

businesses could use spreadsheets that

postponed accounting only applies for imports

were not fully digitally compliant to keep

from outside the UK and the EU. Businesses can

records and transfer data for digital

use postponed accounting when they submit

filing. But for VAT periods starting after

sto
ck .
com

of goods moving between Northern Ireland

te
r

their declaration for removing goods into free
different set of quite complicated rules applies for
imported goods with a value of £135 or less.
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circulation from various special procedures. A
s
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31 March 2021, the manual transfer of
data will not be allowed.
Once you have entered data into the
software used to keep and maintain

Completing VAT returns

digital records, you will have to use

Postponed import VAT is normally accounted for on the VAT return that covers the date on which

digital links with no manual intervention

goods are imported. The relevant information should be available from import VAT statements

for all further transfers, recaptures or

which are available online in the first half of each month. The statement shows the total import VAT

modifications of those data. Businesses

postponed in the previous month. VAT returns must include:

will still be able to make some
calculations outside the digital records

Box 1

VAT due on imports accounted for through postponed VAT accounting

Box 4

VAT reclaimed on imports accounted for through postponed VAT accounting

Box 7

The total value of all imports of goods (excluding any VAT)

software, for example for a capital
goods scheme adjustment.
In another change, from 1 April 2022,
compulsory MTD filing will be extended
to the one million voluntarily registered

Customs grant scheme

businesses trading below the VAT

The customs grant scheme is intended to help businesses prepare for their new customs arrangements

registration threshold.

from 1 January 2021.

Plans to increase scope
Not completing customs declaration: Exporters and importers can apply for a training grant of up to

Further ahead – from 2026 at the

£1,000 per organisation if they have been newly required to declare their goods to customs as a result

earliest – HMRC has indicated that it

of the UK leaving the EU, but do not complete their own declarations.

intends to widen the scope of MTD to
corporation tax. Every company will

Completing customs declaration: There are more substantial grants for exporters and importers

need to keep digital records and use

who will now have to complete their own declarations. For example, there are grants of £15,000

MTD-compatible software to submit

towards the salary and recruitments costs of a new recruit, 100% of relevant IT expenditure, and

their annual company tax returns and

100% of the cost of externally provided training (subject to a limit of £1,500 per employee). The

provide quarterly updates of income and

grants can cover the salary costs of an employee who is redeployed from another part of the

expenditure to HMRC.

business to undertake customs declarations. Please let us know if you need any help.
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News round up

Ups and downs of capital
allowances

Job retention
bonus

The good news is that the annual investment allowance (AIA) £1 million limit, originally
due to end on 31 December 2020, will now run until 31 December 2021. However, a cap
on research and development (R&D) relief, aimed at preventing fraudulent claims, will
come in on 1 April 2021, after being postponed from April 2020.

The £1,000 job retention bonus will not
be paid in February 2021, because the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme
has been extended. This will be a blow

R&D relief

although there should be a replacement

The AIA limit was due to revert to £200,000 on

A loss-making company can receive a cashflow

scheme at some point.

1 January 2021, but the £1 million temporary limit

benefit by surrendering its loss against the

will now run for another year. The government

payable 14.5% R&D tax credit available to small

wants to bolster manufacturing activity,

or medium-sized enterprises. From 1 April 2021,

although the short notice will be unhelpful

this payable tax credit is to be capped at:

Apprenticeship
incentive scheme
extended

for any business that has brought forward
investment in anticipation of a reduced limit. In
contrast, businesses that have not been able
to go ahead with investment plans because of
Covid-19 or Brexit constraints will benefit.

■■ £20,000 (equivalent to approximately
£60,000 of R&D expenditure), plus

■■ 300% of the company’s total PAYE and

The £2,000 incentive for hiring an

NICs liability for the period (this is for all the

apprentice aged 16 to 24 (£1,500 if 25 or

company’s employees, not just R&D staff).

over) has been extended by two months

Claiming the AIA means that capital

Image Credit Image Credit

for employers who have retained staff,

Annual investment allowance

until 31 March 2021. This is on top of the

expenditure is effectively treated as a

Claims for payable credits of under £20,000

existing £1,000 incentive for taking on an

deductible expense and this could be

are exempt from the new cap, and there is a

apprentice.

particularly beneficial where expenditure would

further exemption where a business is involved

otherwise only qualify for the 6% writing-down

in the active management of intellectual

allowance. The AIA cannot be claimed for

property. Although most companies should not

motor cars, but lorries, trucks and most vans

be affected by the cap, there are likely to be

qualify.

increased professional and compliance costs.

Covid-19
reasonable
excuse on selfassessment

VAT

New VAT deferral scheme to
extend payments

HMRC has said that it will accept
Covid-19 as a reasonable excuse for
late filed self-assessment returns after
31 January. Taxpayers will have to
demonstrate they have been recently

VAT payments become due on 31 March 2021 where they were deferred between
20 March and 30 June 2020 because of the impact of Covid-19. However, a new
VAT payment deferral scheme is to be launched early this year.

affected – such as personal, family or
professional adviser illness or pressures
of home schooling. Penalties may be
cancelled, as long as the return is filed as

Instead of paying the full amount

The first instalment will have to be

by the end of March 2021,

paid before the end of March

businesses will be able to

2021 and payments must
.com
ot /Shutterstock

make between two and 11
smaller monthly instalments,
interest-free. All instalments
will have to be paid by the

Opt in by March 2021
Businesses must be up to

it:
D

ean

Drob

end of March 2022.

Cr
ed

soon as possible.

pay their deferred VAT –

HMRC receives
Airbnb data

even with the new scheme

A warning for those who host property

– should contact HMRC

on Airbnb. The company is sharing details

as soon as possible if they

of your Airbnb earnings for 2017/18 and

want to avoid late payment

2018/19 with HMRC, so full disclosure of

be made by direct debit.
Businesses that still cannot

penalties.

property income is essential both for prior
years as well as going forward.

date with their VAT returns
in order to use this scheme. They
must first submit any outstanding returns

Boost for hospitality
and tourism

and correct any errors on returns as soon as

When the Chancellor, Rishi Sunak, announced

possible – so that the amount of the deferred

the new scheme, he disclosed that nearly half a

balance is accurate and up to date. Businesses

million businesses had deferred over £30 billion

will have to opt in before the end of March

of VAT in 2020. He also extended the 15% VAT

2021 by a process that will be available in early

rate cut for the hospitality and tourism sectors

2021. Businesses must opt in themselves – their

until 31 March 2021. The VAT rate for these

agents cannot do this for them. They will also

sectors had been expected to increase from

need their own Government Gateway account.

5% back to 20% on 13 January.
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